NAVY VESSEL - BERTHING INCIDENT

NATURE OF THE INCIDENT OR ISSUE:
- Whilst coming alongside in an Australian port a Naval vessel was affected by strong winds which caused it to make heavier than normal contact with the wharf.
- Initial assessments concluded that the heavy contact caused minor damage to the wharf and superficial damage to the vessel.

THE DATE AND TIME OF THE INCIDENT OR ISSUE:
- 1500 hours on the 24 January 2013.

ACTIONS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY:
- The ship secured alongside without further incident.
- No personnel on the wharf or onboard were injured.

Contact Officer: | | W: | M:
---|---|---|---
Authorised by: | | W: | M:
A/AS SIM Clearance: | Mark Jeffries | W: 02 6265 4802 | M:
Group or Service Final Clearance: | RADM Griggs | W: 02 6265 5158 | M:

Date Issued: 24 January 2013